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Agenda 

Notes by the chair are written in cursive and are part of the agenda and the minutes, after publication. 

1. Opening of the meeting 

Janne opens the meeting at 11:11. 

 

2. Setting of the agenda 

Janne states she wants to add Point 9 on PPLE TERS, this is approved by general consensus. 

 

3. Minutes of the previous meeting (29th of April 2022) 

The minutes are approved by general consensus. 

 

4. Review of the action-list 

Janne has done her tasks. Ruben is still working on his proposal, no updates yet.  

 

5. Updates from the Delegate to the Central Student Council 

The delegate to the Central Student Council can use this agenda point to report on relevant activities at the 

central level.   

Mark states there will be a temporary lecture hall at JK place. If there is no approval for this, they might 

rent a boat and put it in the canal instead.  

Mark also states that the UvA is indeed changing to a sustainable bank as announced a couple of weeks ago. 

Mark also states that the menstrual products will be placed in the vending machines. Because of a 

technicality they must cost 1 cent. Daniel suggest to see if they can be free if people scan their student card 

instead. Mark will take this suggestion back to the CSR.  

 

6. Outcomes of the OR GOV Premeeting held on the 9th of May 

Sam states on the diversity file, she asked the OR for their attitidue towards some teacher related 

initiatives. They did not seem very excited. Furthermore, she will have a meeting on the contemplation 

room on Friday, they will keep pushing that as well. However, the faculty and OR seem to not push for a an 

actual new contemplation room as was discussed earlier this year. They still want to renovate the current 

one without a temporary alternative, which does not solve the issue of distance.  
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Chiara states on the midterm evaluation proposal, the OR had some questions. They would like to see more 

options for the surveys and also other feedback options so that it can be implemented per course with what 

fits. This would also make it encouraged, and not mandatory. Furthermore, they want cooperation with the 

programme committees on this, but the programme committees are not very excited as they do not see it as 

their job to be involved. Alla will raise it in her meeting tomorrow. There is general consensus on seeing 

what feedback will be given at the GOV and afterwards letting Chiara update the proposal based on the 

feedback. Then hopefully it can still be approved this year and it can be implemented at the start of next 

year.  

Janne states that the tax law professor’s situation will be discussed as well. The FSR has its discussion on 

the topic below.  

 

7. Tax Law Professor article 

Nieuwsuur published the following article:  ‘Hoogleraar UvA neemt ontslag na heimelijke constructie met 

vastgoedlobby (link)’. Today we’ll discuss this, and determine our stance and further action points regarding 

the matter.   

Janne asked for more info, José replied Nollkaemper will elaborate on Monday.  

Daniel explains that the issue at hand is that the professor was sponsored, this was not disclosed, and 

therefore his research is biased. 

Mark states this is mainly an issue for faculties like FdR and EBE. For these faculties a central policy that 

prevents this would be better.  

Janne ask what we want to know on Monday. 

Sam states that the main question is how does it come they did not know. It seems like the faculty did not 

do their due diligence, she wonders what kind of systems are in place. Hollando wonders if students have 

problem with this. Janne states yes, because he thought them and supervised their theses which are now 

also polluted. Furthermore, it hurts the reputation of the UvA as a whole.  

Janne states that part of it is a nationwide issue because almost all tax law professors are sponsored. Alla 

states it is an issue indeed, but there is also no way around it. Therefore, this information should be 

disclosed.  

There is general consensus on waiting what the GOV brings. The findings will then be discussed next PV.  

 

8. Final preparations for the GOV on the 16th of May 

I’ll shortly go over the topics that will be discussed one last time, and take note of any absences. 

Janne states this is all set, she will discuss the tax law professor, Chiara her proposal and Sam the diversity 

report. If anyone is absent, please contact Janne. 

Mark states that for the relocation of PPLE, he wants to ask if the FSR could be included in the discussions. 

 

9. Discussing PPLE TER Amendments 

Janne asks the PPLE representatives on what they think. Mark states he feels like changes are being made 

to the economics major for the sake of making changes. The new coordinator wants to add a ecological 

course but this is unmotivated. He will ask for some background on this change, this will be discussed next 

PV. He also wonders why the changes in the general economic course have not been discussed with the 

FSR. There is general consensus on Mark looking into this.  

 

https://nos.nl/nieuwsuur/collectie/13896/artikel/2426919-hoogleraar-universiteit-van-amsterdam-neemt-ontslag-na-heimelijke-constructie-met-vastgoedlobby
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10. Transitioning of files, and getting an update on the current progress.  

With our Council year coming to an end  it’s time to a) determine what work needs to be finalized now that we 

still have time, and b) start working on the transitioning of files to the next council. You are therefore all asked 

to go over the file overview (link) and add to this wherever necessary. I’ll shortly explain the transition 

procedure today.  

Janne states she sent out a doc yesterday. She asks everyone to update it before next PV. Then, the FSR will 

discuss the transition in more detail.  

Daniel asks if the FSR is planning on doing a evaluation day at the end of the year, also to discuss the 

transition. Alla states she will organize this.  

 

11. Other points raised during the meeting / general updates to give (WVNTTK) 

Daniel states the location for tonight’s CoBo has been changed to Café Diep. Janne, Sam, Alla and Mark will 

go.  

 

Janne states that the CSR holds a borrel on the 25th at heeren van aemstel at 19:00. It is very openminded so 

it’s also fun for the people who do not enjoy the traditional CoBo’s.  

 

Janne states that PR is hosting a coffee moment again this Friday 15:00-16:00, please try to make it there!  

 

12. Closing of the meeting  

Janne closes the meeting at 12:00. 

 

In the case of absence and/or mandate, please send an e-mail to Alla.fsr.fdr@gmail.com. 

Action-list 

 

Who?  What?  When? 

Mark Ask for info on the PPLE Econ major update Before next PV 

Everyone Read and update transition file Before next PV 

Janne Keep working on the Deaner In due time 

Ruben Keep working the OER proposal In due time 

Alla Organize evaluation day In due time (end of 
the year) 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1suTuJaPsX7Le605ikGaCm47f828-WKaC1EeMM5K9OrY/edit
mailto:Alla.fsr.fdr@gmail.com

